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Understanding the stabilities of proteins in nanopores requires a quantitative description of confinement induced interactions between amino acid side chains. We use molecular dynamics simulations to study the nature of interactions between the side chain pairs ALA-PHE, SER-ASN, and
LYS-GLU in bulk water and in water-filled nanopores. The temperature dependence of the bulk solvent potentials of mean force and the interaction free energies in cylindrical and spherical nanopores
is used to identify the corresponding entropic and enthalpic components. The entropically stabilized
hydrophobic interaction between ALA and PHE in bulk water is enthalpically dominated upon confinement depending on the relative orientations between the side chains. In the case of SER-ASN,
hydrogen bonded configurations that are similar in bulk water are thermodynamically distinct in a
cylindrical pore, thus making rotamer distributions different from those in the bulk. Remarkably, salt
bridge formation between LYS-GLU is stabilized by entropy in contrast to the bulk. Implications of
our findings for confinement-induced alterations in protein stability are briefly outlined. © 2014 AIP
Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4901204]
I. INTRODUCTION

Confinement effects are important in many biological
processes such as chaperonin-assisted folding,1 polypeptide
conformation in the exit tunnel of the ribosome,2 translocation of peptides through biological channels,3 and dynamics in the crowded cellular environment.4, 5 In addition,
the effects of confinement on phase transitions in watermediated interactions have significant applications in nanotribology, adhesion, and lubrication.6 In light of their biological
significance, several experimental,7–11 theoretical and computational studies12–22 have examined changes in the
confinement-induced stability of proteins. The interplay of
several factors, such as alterations in hydrophobic and ionic
interactions in confined water, entropic restrictions of the
conformations of polypeptide chains, and potential specific
interactions between amino acid residues and the confining
boundary determine the stability of proteins.12, 16 A recent
computational study23 showed that trp-cage confined in a
fullerene ball is stabilized when the confining boundary is
non-polar and destabilized when it is polar. Other computational studies have also reported stabilization of trp-cage24
and a β-hairpin25 by confinement between hydrophobic planar walls. Despite the complexity, the observed enhancement
in the stability of folded state, compared to that in bulk
solvent,7, 9–11 can often be rationalized in terms of the entropic stabilization theory.12–15, 26 However, confinement can
also destabilize the folded state16 due to the alterations in
hydrophobic interactions, which can result in a net attraca) Current address: Department of Chemistry, University of Massachusetts,
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tion between the protein and the confining boundary. Destabilization of proteins upon confinement has been observed
experimentally,7, 8 as well as in computer simulations.27, 28
The interplay of a number of factors, including alterations in interactions between amino acid side chains upon
confinement, determines changes in protein stability. Previously, we showed27, 29 that confinement in cylindrical pores
greatly alters interactions between amino acid side chains
(SCs): phenylalanine (PHE)-alanine (ALA), serine (SER)asparagine (ASN), and lysine (LYS)-glutamate (GLU). These
SCs are examples of large (PHE) and small (ALA) hydrophobic species, polar (SER and ASN), and charged (LYS and
GLU) moieties. However, how confinement affects the entropy and enthalpy of interaction remains unknown. Computational models30, 31 have demonstrated that the thermodynamic signature of ligand binding to a receptor can vary from
that for the association of molecular scale solutes in bulk water. While molecular association in bulk water is driven by entropy, ligand binding to a pocket is enthalpy driven. In order
to provide further insights into the thermodynamics of protein folding in confined spaces, we report here, the entropy
and enthalpy of interaction between the three SC pairs in a
cylindrical nanopore using molecular simulations. We use the
temperature dependence of the potential of mean force to obtain the entropic and enthalpic contributions. Surprisingly, we
find that interactions between PHE and ALA, which is entropically controlled in the bulk, is enthalpically stabilized upon
confinement. In sharp contrast, salt-bridge formation is entropically stabilized in the nanopores whereas in the bulk the
stabilization is dominated by enthalpy. These findings have
profound implications for folding in confined spaces, which
we briefly outline.
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FIG. 1. (a) A snapshot of PHE and ALA in the ↑• configuration in the cylindrical nanopore. Water is at bulk density and the side chains are pinned to the
hydrophobic walls. Solvent-depleted zones are shown in light blue. (b) PHE
and ALA in the → • and the ↑• orientations, (c) ASN and SER in the SERd ,
, and ASNcis
ASNtrans
d
d orientations, (d) LYS and GLU in the →← and ↑↑
orientations. In (b)–(d), the reaction coordinate for each pair is the distance
between their centers-of-mass, and is shown as a solid line.

II. METHODS
A. Systems

For the ALA-PHE pair, the orientations sampled are: (a)
with the CALA atom in the same plane as the phenylalanine
atom (which is the ring carbon
ring and closest to the CPHE
ζ
atom), and (b) with the line
that is the farthest from the CPHE
β
ALA
and
C
atoms
being perpendicular to the
joining the CPHE
ζ
plane of the phenylalanine molecule (see Fig. 1(b)). These
two orientations are denoted by the symbols → • and ↑• , reto CPHE
).
spectively (the arrow points from CPHE
γ
ζ
The three hydrogen bonded orientations of the SER-ASN
pair considered are (a) the serine -OH group as the H-bond
donor and the asparagine carbonyl oxygen as the acceptor,
(b) the serine oxygen being the H-bond acceptor and the asparagine nitrogen and the trans hydrogen being the H-bond
donor and, (c) same as (b) except the trans hydrogen is replaced by the cis hydrogen on the asparagine nitrogen. In
ASN, we label the hydrogen on the same side of the amide
group as the carbonyl oxygen as cis, and the one on the op, and
posite side as trans. We refer to these as SERd , ASNtrans
d
ASNcis
d , respectively (Fig. 1(c)).
For the oppositely charged LYS+ -GLU− pair (Fig. 1(d)),
we consider (a) the charged ends adjacent to each other and
the linear SCs being collinear with each other (→←) and, (b)
the charged ends adjacent to each other and the aliphatic parts
of the two SCs being parallel to each other (↑↑). Thus, interactions between the →← pair are mostly electrostatic while
the ↑↑ pair will have strong electrostatic and hydrophobic
interactions.
B. Molecular dynamics simulations

We study the interactions between the residue pairs ALAPHE, SER-ASN, and LYS-GLU using molecular dynamics
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simulations with the CHARMM22 force field32 and TIP3P
water.33 In each amino acid, only the SC is retained. The
backbone atoms are deleted and the Cα atom is replaced by
a hydrogen atom. For instance, the side chain of ALA is
represented by methane and PHE by toluene. The interactions between the SCs will vary with their relative orientations. However, such multi-dimensional potentials of mean
force (PMFs) are prohibitively expensive to compute. Instead,
we sample 2–3 representative orientations for each SC pair
(Figs. 1(b)–1(d)), with the distance between their centers of
mass as the reaction coordinate. Relative orientations in each
SC pair were maintained using a combination of angle and
dihedral potentials on selected atoms.
In the unconfined systems, each pair of SCs is solvated
in approximately 807 water molecules with periodic boundaries, in a cubic cell about 3.0 nm in length. Pressure is maintained at 1 bar using a Nosé-Hoover Langevin piston,34, 35 and
a temperature of 298 K or 328 K is set by Langevin dynamics. Electrostatic interactions are evaluated using the particle
mesh Ewald (PME) method. We calculated the PMFs using
the adaptive biasing force (ABF) technique36, 37 implemented
in NAMD 2.6,38 in which the force acting along the reaction coordinate (chosen to be the distance between the solute
centers of mass) is evaluated and progressively refined during
the simulation. A biasing force is applied to counter this, so
that the net force along the reaction coordinate is zero. The
mean force obtained from this process is integrated to give
the corresponding potential. PMFs and thus the free energies
are only determined to within an additive constant; the value
at contact is arbitrarily set to zero. The calculations were considered to be converged if the profiles did not change appreciably with increased sampling. The convergence of an ABF
calculation can also be verified by the uniformity of the sampling and reversible diffusion of the system along the reaction coordinate. Simulation times ranged from 70 to 400 ns in
bulk and 400to 3600 ns in the confined systems, with integration time steps of 2 fs. All bonds involving hydrogen atoms
were frozen. Data were accumulated over 10 independent trajectories for each case. The duration of the trajectories and
the number of independent simulations are sufficient to obtain converged results.

C. Creation of nanopores

Cylindrical nanopores enclosing the solutes are carved
out of the cubic cell after equilibration, ensuring that the solvent inside is close to bulk density. The solutes and solvent
are confined by purely repulsive walls defined by the following potentials in the cylindrical polar coordinates ξ and z
U1 (ξ ) = 0
=

k
(R − ξ )2
2

ξ ≤R
ξ >R

(1)

and
U2 (z) = 0
=

k
(0.5L − z)2
2

|z| ≤ 0.5L
|z| > 0.5L,

(2)
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where R and L are the pore radius and length, respectively, and
k = 83.6 kJ/mol Å2 in all cases. The cylindrical pore is centered at the origin with its axis parallel to the z-axis, and has a
diameter D = 2R = 1.4 nm and length L = 2.9 nm. In addition,
the hydrophobic ALA-PHE pair is also simulated in a spherical water droplet of diameter D = 2R = 2.0 nm with a similar
bounding potential. Confinement potentials for the cylindrical
pores and spherical droplets were implemented with cylindrical harmonic and spherical harmonic boundary conditions, respectively, in NAMD 2.6.38 Periodic boundary conditions are
not applied and Lennard-Jones and electrostatic potentials are
evaluated without a cutoff.
D. Enthalpy and entropy of interaction

Interaction free energies, −kB Tlog P(r) (kB is Boltzmann’s constant, r is the distance between the centers of mass
of the SC pair, and P(r) is the probability of finding the two
solutes at a separation r), are calculated at a fixed volume
and two temperatures, 298 K and 328 K, using ABF. Because of the quasi one-dimensional nature of the confinement
when r  D, we do not subtract the free energy contribution −2kB Tlog r which arises from the increase in phase space
proportional to r2 in spherically symmetric systems. There-
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We first discuss the thermodynamics of alaninephenylalanine association. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the
PMFs for this pair in bulk water for two orientations at two
different temperatures. The figures also show the enthalpic
contribution to the PMF, U(r), and the entropic component,
−TS(r). As expected for hydrophobic molecules,39–41
−TS(r) drives the pair to contact, irrespective of their
relative orientation. −TS(r) also gives rise to the desolvation barrier between the contact minimum and the solvent
separated minimum (SSM) in the PMFs. On the other hand,
U(r) favors extended separations, which is the source of the
SSMs.
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fore, these profiles cannot be directly compared to PMFs in
bulk. We evaluate the entropic and enthalpic components of
the PMFs and interaction free energies assuming a linear dependence on the temperature. The entropy change along the
reaction coordinate is given by S(r) = −∂w(r)/∂T , where
w(r) is the PMF/free energy. The enthalpic contribution to
w(r) is calculated as U (r) = w(r) + T S(r).
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of ALA-PHE PMFs in bulk water in the (a) → • and (b) ↑• orientation. (c) and (d) show the interaction free energies in the
cylindrical pore, while (e) and (f) are in the spherical droplet, respectively. In (a)–(f), solid circles correspond to 298 K and open squares to 328 K. The scale
for the PMFs/free energies is on the left Y-axis; the right Y-axis shows the scale for the entropic (blue) and enthalpic (red) contributions.
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Confinement alters solvent-mediated ALA-PHE interactions. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the interaction free energies in the cylindrical pore for this pair in both orientations. When confined in the pore, the nonpolar solutes are
hydrophobically adsorbed onto the walls. Water hydrogen
bonds are broken adjacent to the pore walls, and hence the
solutes experience a different solvent environment than in
the bulk. The SSM, which arises due to a single intervening water molecule that is hydrogen bonded to other solvent
molecules, is therefore completely absent in confinement.27, 42
In the → • orientation (Fig. 2(c)), the contact state is entropically unfavorable compared to those at larger separations,
i.e., −TS(r) favors extended separations between the solutes. The large free energy barrier (∼10 kJ/mol, or 4 kB T
at 298 K) between the contact minimum and the distant minimum at 2.5 nm arises entirely due to U(r), which dominates
overall for this system. This pair is frustrated between the
imposed orientational restraints, the cylindrical confinement
and the thermodynamic drive to minimize solvent exposure.
In the ↑• orientation (Fig. 2(d)), the free energy profiles show
distant minima at r ≈ D and L. The entropic contribution,
−TS(r), stabilizes the contact minimum and both the distant
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minima, while U(r) strongly favors the distant minimum
at ∼2.7 nm.
In a previous study,43 we showed that for methane
molecules in cylindrical water-filled pores, interaction free
energy profiles are similar to those for the ↑• pair found in
this study, with distant minima at r ≈ D and L. The contribution to their interaction free energy from the solute translational entropy, −TSA (r), was calculated by treating the
methanes as point hard spheres pinned to the pore surface.
The calculations43 showed that −TSA (r) has a minimum
at r ≈ min{D, L}, and accounts for the broad curvature of
the free energy profile. Here, qualitatively similar arguments
can be made for the ↑• pair. In this configuration, the orientational restraints and the tendency to minimize the hydrophobic area exposed to the solvent can both be satisfied when
the solutes are at the pore surface. The planar PHE will be
preferentially oriented parallel to the walls of the pore, either
along its length, or along the flat end caps. With the solutes
pinned to the surface, the minimum at r ≈ D in the free energy and also in −TS(r) (Fig. 2(d)), will be mostly due to the
translational entropy of the solutes. The solute entropy will be
low at contact, or at r ≈ L, when they are located at opposite
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of PMFs of the SER-ASN pair in bulk water in the (a) SERd , (b) ASNtrans
, and (c) ASNcis
d
d configurations. (d), (e), and (f)
show the interaction free energies in the nanopore corresponding to (a), (b), and (c), respectively. In (a)–(f), solid circles correspond to 298 K and open squares
to 328 K. The scale for the PMFs/free energies is on the left Y-axis; the right Y-axis shows the scale for the entropic (blue) and enthalpic (red) contributions.
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B. Serine-asparagine interactions

The three different hydrogen bonding orientations of serine and asparagine in bulk water are considered in Figs. 3(a)–
3(c). The PMFs in bulk water in all three cases show a contact
minimum and a SSM at r ≈ 0.7 nm. We see that the stability of the contact pairs, relative to extended separations at r
≈ 1.4 nm, is mostly due to the favorable entropy, similar to
the ALA-PHE pair. In all three orientations, the desolvation
barriers at r ≈ 0.5 nm are mostly enthalpic in origin, unlike
the ALA-PHE pair. Figures 3(d)–3(f) show the corresponding interactions for the three pairs in cylindrical confinement.
For all three pairs, the second SSM at r ≈ 0.9 nm is stabilized by confinement. As noted before,27 confinement disand ASNcis
tinguishes the ASNtrans
d
d configurations relative to
each other. In bulk solvent, these two configurations have similar interaction thermodynamics (Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)). Howhydrogen bonded pair has sigever, in the pore, the ASNtrans
d
nificantly greater stability than the ASNcis
d pair (Figs. 3(e) and
3(f)). The ASNcis
d orientation also has a distant minimum at
r ≈ L. The solute pair is stabilized at this separation, at which
the nonpolar methyl groups on SER and ASN can be in their
preferred environment at the pore surface away from water,
while the polar ends of both molecules remain hydrated. In
the pore, −TS(r) favors the contact minimum for the SERd
and ASNtrans
pairs, but disfavors the contact minimum for the
d
ASNcis
d pair. U(r) stabilizes the contact minimum and both
SSMs in all three orientations, and is the major component of
the free energy barriers at r ≈ 0.5 and ≈0.8 nm.
C. Lysine-glutamate interactions

The side chains of lysine and glutamate carry charges of
+e and −e, respectively, at physiological pH. They also have
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ends of the pore. Therefore, the minima in −TS(r) at the extremes of r in Fig. 2(d) can be attributed to the gain in solvent
entropy.
Interaction free energies between ALA and PHE, in
a spherical pore of diameter D = 2.0 nm, are plotted in
Figs. 2(e) and 2(f). A comparison of these figures with
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), respectively, shows how the interaction
between the solutes is strongly dependent on the pore geometry. The free energy for the → • pair (Fig. 2(e)) shows a
single minimum at contact. Furthermore, the interaction is almost entirely enthalpic; the entropy difference is small, except for the maximum separating the contact and solvent separated minima. At contact, both nonpolar solutes can be in
their preferred, solvent-depleted region at the surface. But at
intermediate and large separations, one or both solutes will be
exposed to water, thus reducing solvent entropy. The ↑• pair
(Fig. 2(f)) is driven either to contact or to r ≈ D, with nearly
equal contributions from U(r) and −TS(r).
The maximum in −TS(r) that separates the contact and
solvent separated minima at r ≈ 0.85 nm for the → • pair in
bulk water (Fig. 2(a)) can also be discerned in the cylindrical pore (Fig. 2(c)) and the spherical droplet (Fig. 2(e)). Similarly, the maximum in −TS(r) at r ≈ 0.65 nm for the ↑• pair
in the bulk (Fig. 2(b)) also occurs in spherical and cylindrical confinement (Figs. 2(d) and 2(f), respectively). However,
the thermodynamic signatures of ALA-PHE interactions are
significantly altered by confinement. In the cylindrical pore
and the spherical droplet, these hydrophobes are adsorbed on
the concave confining wall. This system can be viewed as a
special case of Dzubiella’s thermodynamic model,44 which
predicts that the hydrophobic interaction of a convex solute
with a fully complementary concave surface is dominated by
enthalpy.
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of PMFs of the LYS-GLU pair in bulk water in the (a) →← and (b) ↑↑ orientations. (c) and (d) show the interaction free
energies in the nanopore corresponding to (a) and (b), respectively. Solid circles correspond to 298 K and open squares to 328 K. The scale for the PMFs/free
energies is on the left Y-axis; the right Y-axis shows the scale for the entropic (blue) and enthalpic (red) contributions.
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nonpolar parts that can interact hydrophobically. Therefore,
the LYS+ -GLU− pair interaction can be mostly electrostatic
or both electrostatic and hydrophobic (amphiphilic), depending on their relative orientations. The PMFs between this pair
of side chains in bulk water is shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).
For the →← pair (Fig. 4(a)), both −TS(r) and U(r) drive
the pair to contact. On the other hand, the amphiphilic ↑↑ pair
(Fig. 4(b)) is stabilized at contact entirely due to the entropy.
U(r) gives rise to the desolvation barrier between the contact minimum and the SSM, but contributes little to the stability of the contact pair relative to large separations at r > 1
nm. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show the corresponding interaction
free energies in the cylindrical pore. The →← orientation
(Fig. 4(c)) is strongly stabilized by the entropy. Unlike the
corresponding bulk PMF (Fig. 4(a)), U(r) strongly destabilizes the pair, with a minimum at ∼2.2 nm. In the ↑↑ orientation (Fig. 4(d)), LYS and GLU are driven to contact entirely
by entropy. Similar to the bulk solvent case, U(r) does not
contribute to the stability of the contact pair. Figures 4(c)–
4(d) show that confinement can stabilize salt bridges in proteins due to favorable entropic effects. This result is consistent with a recent computational study which found that, in a
Lys-Glu dipeptide in a water cluster, the salt bridge is weakened as the cluster size increases.45
For all three solute pairs, ALA-PHE (Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)),
SER-ASN (Figs. 3(d)–3(f)) and LYS-GLU (Figs. 4(c) and
4(d)) in the cylindrical pore, −TS(r) shows a distant minimum at rm ≈ L. The corresponding U(r) also has a minimum at a shorter separation r−m , where r m − r−m is characteristic of the molecular pair. This minimum in −TS(r)
arises because solvent entropy is maximized when the solutes are at opposite ends of the pore, with their nonpolar
ends sequestered from the water. Solute entropy will be low
in this case. As the inter-solute distance decreases from rm
to r−m , U(r) decreases due to the gain in solute-solvent van
der Waals interactions as the nonpolar ends are immersed in
water.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Water-mediated interactions between solute molecules
in confinement differ drastically from those in bulk solvent.
From the temperature dependence of the bulk solvent PMFs
and the interaction free energies in nanopores, we have identified the corresponding entropic and enthalpic components.
Results for the ALA-PHE pair show that, while interactions
between small hydrophobic molecules are indeed entropically
stabilized in bulk solvent,39 this is not necessarily the case
in nanoporous confinement. In confinement, the interaction
thermodynamics depends on the balance between many factors, including the pore geometry, the relative orientations
of the interacting molecules and their preference for regions
where solvent structure is disrupted. When the relative orientations of nonpolar solutes are compatible with the pore geometry and their tendency for surface solvation, the entropy
of interaction will have a large contribution due to the solute translational entropy. The polar pair of side chains SERASN, and the charged LYS-GLU pair have nonpolar parts
that will be sequestered at the pore surface where water hy-
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drogen bonds are broken. Therefore, the thermodynamics of
association of SER with ASN, and LYS with GLU, are also
altered by confinement. Hydrogen bonded SER-ASN configurations that have similar thermodynamics in bulk water are
thermodynamically distinct in a cylindrical pore. Hence, rotamer population distributions are likely to be altered by confinement, compared to the bulk solvent case. The LYS-GLU
system also indicates that confinement is likely to entropically
stabilize salt bridges in proteins. Consequently, it is likely that
the conformations sampled by a polypeptide chain in cavities,
found for example in chaperonins, are likely to be very different from those in the bulk. This could lead to altered mechanisms for protein folding in confined spaces.
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